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Pioneers in Astronomy and Space Exploration 2012-06-01 the pioneers of astronomy and space exploration
have advanced humankind s understanding of the universe these individuals include earthbound theorists
such as aristotle ptolemy and galileo as well as those who put their lives on the line travelling into the
great unknown readers chronicle the lives of individuals positioned at the vanguard of astronomical
discovery laying the groundwork for space exploration past present and yet to come
The Impact of Lunar Dust on Human Exploration 2021-01-12 when the apollo 11 astronauts landed on the moon
on july 20 1969 they made a very important discovery during their landing on the surface of the moon the
exhaust gases released from the lunar module landing rockets caused large amounts of surface dust to move
into the thin lunar atmosphere causing obscuration of the lunar surface once they landed they found that
the surface of the moon was covered with several inches of very fine tiny particles composed of sharp
glassy material the lunar dust stuck to everything it came in contact with and once on the lunar surface
the dust eroded their spacesuits caused overheating on equipment and instrumentation compromised seals on
their spacesuits and on lunar sample collecting boxes irritated their eyes and lungs and generally coated
everything very efficiently on the return to earth in the apollo command module lunar dust inadvertently
brought aboard floated freely in their cabin causing problems now 50 years later humans will return to the
moon in the artemis program as early as 2024 this book summarizes what we know about lunar dust its
structure and chemical composition its impact on human health and how to reduce mitigate its effects on
future human exploration the four dozen contributors to the 14 chapters in the book are planetary
scientists engineers mission planners medical researchers and physicians from nasa and the european space
agency esa as well as universities and industry from the united states australia germany italy the
netherlands portugal and sweden
Uncovering the Complex Realities of the Israel-Palestine Conflict: A Comprehensive Exploration 1986
discover the untold truths of the israel palestine conflict dive deep into the heart of one of the world s
most enduring and complex conflicts with uncovering the complex realities of the israel palestine conflict
a comprehensive exploration this gripping and comprehensive exploration takes you on a captivating journey
through the historical political and human dimensions of the conflict unveiling the layers that shape the
region s destiny in these meticulously researched pages you ll gain unparalleled insights into the
historical roots the modern struggles and the human stories that often remain hidden from the mainstream
narrative this isn t just another book on the israel palestine conflict it s a thought provoking odyssey
into the heart of the matter you ll discover the historical context that led to the conflict s inception
firsthand accounts from individuals who ve lived through it the geopolitical intricacies that continue to
fuel the fire potential pathways to a peaceful resolution don t miss out on this enlightening and engaging
journey uncovering the complex realities of the israel palestine conflict is a must read for anyone
seeking a well rounded understanding of this deeply entrenched struggle buy your copy today and embark on
an eye opening adventure
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Pacific Enewetak Atoll Crater Exploration (PEACE) Program Enewetak Atoll, Republic of the Marshall Islands
2019-05-21 the purpose of the peace program was to provide highly credible multidisciplinary set of
geologic geophysical and material properties data in order to identify crater dimensions and features for
two high yield nuclear craters and to better understand the dynamic processes that initially formed these
craters and that subsequently modified them these data are essential to the department of defense to
better understand the survivability of strategic defense systems in the event of a nuclear attack physical
stratigraphic framework sr isotope framework mineralogy organic content insoluble residues downhole
geophysical logs borehole gravity surveys seismic reference surveys benthic samples additional
paleontologic studies radiation chemistry additional sea floor observations crater interpretation
Basher Basics: Space Exploration 1865 from the best selling and compelling basher comes a book that shines
its light into out of this world beings who make the universe tick learn about the amazing research that
is revolutionizing space exploration from the pioneering space crafts and equipment known as space aces
that have been used to delve into deep space exploration to the scientists known as the outerplanetary mob
that have not only taken voyages to space and back but have contributed to our understanding of the
universe space exploration is a compelling guide to developments at the very forefront of science a must
read for anyone wishing to understand and engage with modern space
A History of the Discovery and Exploration of Australia 2012-12-06 variegated seismological conditions has
been accumulated the method has been developed further in two main directions the perfection of the
techniques and equipment of three component field studies incorporating a continuous control of the
identity of equipment both in deep boreholes and on the surface the creation of efficient and
straightforward software for the automatic processing of pm data whereas the early stages of development
of the method have been conspicuous chiefly by the use of polarization for the discrimination of the wave
field in recent years the emphasis shifts to the use of polarization parameters to obtain additional
information about the earth this is especially important as the polarization parameters are very sensitive
to inhomogeneities in cross section and enable those parameters of the earth to be studies which cannot be
obtained from kinematics here one should especially mention the polarization of transverse waves which can
act as one of the most reliable parameters for identifying and studying anisotropic properties of the
earth at present various modifications of pm are being developed applicable both to uphole pm rw reflected
waves method pm cdp common depth point method pm refracted wave method pm of regional studies utilizing
earthquakes and to downhole observations pm vsp vertical seismic profiling not all the pm modifications
are developing at the same rate the method which has up to now been developed most extensively is pm vsp
The Polarization Method of Seismic Exploration 1982 statistical evaluations of exploration data are the
basis for decisions to be made at various stages of an exploration project in contrast to other
geostatistical books statistical evaluations in exploration for mineral deposits focuses not only on
theory but examples are also given frequently originating from experience in mineral exploration by the
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author who worked worldwide for a mining company together with its companion volume economic evaluations
in exploration the book illustrates methods used in exploration campaigns and mining activities it is
intended as a vademecum for geologists who are forced to make quick decisions regarding an exploration
project it also addresses scientists and students involved in teaching or in mineral economic evaluations
recommendations or decisions
Proposed Oil and Gas Exploration Within the Coastal Plain of the Arctic National Wildlife Refuge, Alaska
1983 batik is one of the wealth of the indonesian people as an invaluable cultural heritage indonesian
batik has been known to foreign countries and become a superior export product every region in indonesia
has batik products with their own peculiarities efforts to overcome the boredom of batik products are done
through the development of motifs techniques and textile used one of the developments of batik products is
through exploration of the use of soil as natural dyes of batik this exploration is a research activity
carried out by researchers and teams for 3 years the result obtained is the discovery of soil as a batik
dye which is explored with a variety of techniques named by researchers with soil batik thank god the
authors say to allah swt who has given grace strength and health until this work can be realized the
authors thank the surabaya state university as the academic community and kemenristekdikti ministry of
higher education research and technology through surabaya state university who have funded this research
for 3 years and the researchers have succeeded in producing works in the form of soil batik products
copyright in the form of motif designs as many as 10 copyrights patents and 2 works that are in the
process of being granted as well as the publication of scientific papers at indexed national and
international seminars in addition thank you to the pkk family welfare education department where the
author s career is to educate the next nation generation jawa pos and ft unesa faculty of engineering of
surabaya state university communication media who have published the soil and hki batik works the author
also thanks you to her beloved husband and daughter who always provide support and prayers to the author
to the solid team and comrades dra yulistiana m psdm her beautiful students irma mardita ninik kholifah
ika zulfia and ms lailatur albariya who helped the exploration process of soil batik also thank you to ms
nartik as the owner of patrang maz batik ukm small and medium enterprises in tulangan sidoarjo who
facilitated the production of products as well as eko and the residents of tulangan village who
participated in this activity finally i hope this work can be useful for the community as input and ideas
in working to develop batik products sorry if there are still many lacks of this work suggestions and
critics are possible for the improvement of this work
Arctic National Wildlife Refuge (N.W.R.) Coastal Plains Oil and Gas Exploration 1854 a brilliant and
readable book a rich study of humankind s restless spirit candice millard new york times book review
greeted with coast to coast acclaim on publication fernández armesto s ambitious history of world
exploration sets a new standard presenting the subject for the first time on a truly global scale
fernández armesto tracks the pathfinders who over the past five millennia lay down the routes of contact
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that have drawn together the farthest reaches of the world the wall street journal calls it impressive a
huge story told with gusto and panache to the washington post pathfinders is propelled by an argonaut of
an author indefatigable and daring it s a wild ride and in a front page review the seattle times hails its
tart and elegant presentation full of surprises fernández armesto s lively mind pithy phrasing and
stunningly thorough and diverse knowledge are a constant pleasure a plenitude of illustrations and maps in
color and black and white augment this rich history in pathfinders winner of the 2007 world history
association book prize we have a definitive treatment of a grand subject
Exploration of the Red River of Louisiana, in the Year 1852 2012-12-06 for many the dawn of the twentieth
century ushered in an era where the world map had few if any blank spaces left to discover the age of
exploration was supposedly dead new spaces of exploration challenges this assumption focusing specifically
on exploration in the twentieth century the authors demonstrate how new technologies and changing
geopolitical configurations have ensured that exploration has remained a key feature of our rapidly
globalizing world ranging widely in their geographical focus from the europe and asia to australia and
from the polar regions to outer space they demonstrate the increasing diversity of modern exploration and
reveal the continuing political military industrial and cultural motivations at play the result is a major
contribution to our understanding of the significance of exploration in the twentieth century contributors
include e baigent c collis k dodds f driver m godwin j hill f korsmo f macdonald s naylor j ryan n thomas
and k yusoff
Statistical Evaluations in Exploration for Mineral Deposits 2020-02-28 this work serves as an
investigation of the isis cult by tracing its development from egypt into greco roman society the origin
of the isis cult is described by using the accounts of plutarch apuleius and diodorus before examining the
effects of isis on egyptian culture the isis cult soon overflows into the greco roman world while this
mysterious religion initially encounters opposition especially since it clashes with roman patriarchal
society it overcomes these limitations
Exploration Of Soil Batik 2007-10-17 this is the first textbook on attribute exploration its theory its
algorithms forapplications and some of its many possible generalizations attribute explorationis useful
for acquiring structured knowledge through an interactive process byasking queries to an expert
generalizations that handle incomplete faulty orimprecise data are discussed but the focus lies on
knowledge extraction from areliable information source the method is based on formal concept analysis a
mathematical theory ofconcepts and concept hierarchies and uses its expressive diagrams the presentationis
self contained it provides an introduction to formal concept analysiswith emphasis on its ability to
derive algebraic structures from qualitative data which can be represented in meaningful and precise
graphics
Pathfinders: A Global History of Exploration 2009-12-18 jpl spacecraft antennas from the first explorer
satellite in 1958 to current r d spaceborne antennas for planetary exploration covers the development of
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jet propulsion laboratory jpl spacecraft antennas beginning with the first explorer satellite in 1958
through current research and development activities aimed at future missions readers follow the evolution
of all the new designs and technological innovations that were developed to meet the growing demands of
deep space exploration the book focuses on the radio frequency design and performance of antennas but
covers environmental and mechanical considerations as well there is additionally a thorough treatment of
all the analytical and measurement techniques used in design and performance assessment each chapter is
written by one or more leading experts in the field of antenna technology the presentation of the history
and technology of spaceborne antennas is aided by several features photographs and drawings of jpl
spacecraft illustrations to help readers visualize concepts and designs tables highlighting and comparing
the performance of the antennas bibliographies at the end of each chapter leading to a variety of primary
and secondary source material this book complements large antennas of the deep space network wiley 2002
which surveys the ground antennas covered in support of spacecraft together these two books completely
cover all jpl antenna technology in keeping with the jpl deep space communications and navigation series
mission to capture and present the many innovations in deep space telecommunications over the past decades
this book is a fascinating and informative read for all individuals working in or interested in deep space
telecommunications
New Spaces of Exploration 2008 remote sensing from a new perspective the idea for this book began many
years ago when i was asked to teach a course on remote sensing not long before that time i had been part
of the effort to develop the first database for planetary data with a common digital array format and
interactive processing capabilities to correlate those data easily the lunar consortium all the available
lunar remote sensing data were included orbital and ground based ranging across the entire electromagnetic
spectrum i had used this powerful tool extensively and in that spirit i was determined to create a course
which covered the entire spectrum and a variety of targets as i looked around for the equivalent of a
textbook which i was willing to pull together from several sources i realized that available material was
very heavily focused on the visual and near visual spectrum and on the earth as a target even the
surveillant science edited by edward holz and published in 1973 which broke new ground in having diverse
articles on most of the spectrum when it was created focused entirely on the earth my personal favorite
the exceedingly well written book on remote sensing by floyd sabins first published in 1978 covered the
visual infrared and microwave portions of the spectrum beautifully but focused on the earth as well
unhindered i developed what i called packets of material for each part of the spectrum
An Examination of the Isis Cult with Preliminary Exploration Into New Testament Studies 2016-05-26 the
authors present twenty icons of mathematics that is geometrical shapes such as the right triangle the venn
diagram and the yang and yin symbol and explore mathematical results associated with them as with their
previous books charming proofs when less is more math made visual proofs are visual whenever possible the
results require no more than high school mathematics to appreciate and many of them will be new even to
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experienced readers besides theorems and proofs the book contains many illustrations and it gives
connections of the icons to the world outside of mathematics there are also problems at the end of each
chapter with solutions provided in an appendix the book could be used by students in courses in problem
solving mathematical reasoning or mathematics for the liberal arts it could also be read with pleasure by
professional mathematicians as it was by the members of the dolciani editorial board who unanimously
recommend its publication
Conceptual Exploration 2013-11-22 few knowledgeable people would deny that the field of mineral
exploration is facing some difficult times in the foreseeable future among the woes we can cite a
worldwide economic uneasiness reflected by sluggish and at times widely fluctuating metal prices global
financial uncertainties and relentless pressures on costs despite a substantial slowing down of the rate
of inflation furthermore management is forced to tum to more sophisticated and expensive technologies and
to look farther afield to more remote regions as the better quality and more easily accessible ore
deposits have now been revealed this rather gloomy outlook should persuade explorationists to cast about
for a new philosophy with which to guide mineral exploration through the challenging decades ahead once
already in the early 1960s a call for change had been heard ref 30 in chapter 1 when it became obvious
that the prospecting methods of yesteryear so successful in the past could not keep up with the rapidly
growing demand for minerals of the postwar period the answer a massive introduction of sophisticated
geophysical and geochemical technologies backed by new geo logical models proved spectacularly successful
throughout the 1960s and the 1970s but for both economic and technological reasons the brisk pace of the
last two decades has considerably slowed down in the early 1980s as if a new threshold has been reached
Seismic Exploration 2006-08-04 jōdo shinshū buddhism inherited many negative doctrines around women s
bodies which in some early buddhist texts were presented as an obstacle to rebirth and a hindrance to
awakening in general beginning with an examination of these doctrines the book explores shin teachings and
texts as well as the japanese context in which they developed with a focus on women and rebirth in amida s
pure land these doctrines are then compared to similar doctrines in christianity and used to suggestion
fruitful avenues of christian theological reflection
Topical Exploration in Literacy Education 2010-07-01 planetary exploration horizon 2061 a long term
perspective for planetary exploration synthesizes all the material elaborated and discussed during three
workshops devoted to the horizon 2061 foresight exercise sections cover the science of planetary systems
space missions to solar system objects technologies for exploration and infrastructures and services to
support the missions and to maximize their science return the editors follow the path of the
implementation of a planetary mission from the needed support in terms of navigation and communication
through the handling of samples returned to earth to the development of more permanent infrastructures for
scientific human outposts on the moon and mars this book also includes a special chapter entirely devoted
to contributions from students and early career scientists the horizon 2061 generation and a final chapter
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on important avenues for the actual implementation of the planetary missions coming out of our dreams for
horizon 2061 international cooperation and the growing role and initiatives of private enterprise in
planetary exploration provides a logical link between scientific questions and the technologies needed to
thoroughly address them organized chapters present a logical road map of subjects while also stimulating a
cross disciplinary understanding of the scientific and technical challenges of planetary exploration
contains illustrations and tables that capture and synthesize knowledge of a broad readership
Spaceborne Antennas for Planetary Exploration 2020-06-01 mythology offers a set of cultural codes that
have played an essential role in the construction of culture social life and identity for the entirety of
human history the transfer of mythological elements to humanity has been achieved through both oral and
written narratives in literature this volume compares the themes of mythological elements used in
contemporary narratives with the motifs of classical narratives and investigates the functions of those
elements pursuant to semiotics and narratology
Remote Sensing Tools for Exploration 2012-12-06 quantum mechanics of brain waves a cognitive exploration
delves into the intriguing intersection of quantum mechanics and cognitive processes offering a thought
provoking exploration of how quantum principles might play a role in understanding brain functions and
consciousness through a concise and accessible narrative the book navigates the complex terrain of quantum
mechanics connecting it to the mysteries of brain waves and cognition inviting readers to ponder the
profound implications of this interdisciplinary investigation on our understanding of the mind
Icons of Mathematics: An Exploration of Twenty Key Images 2020-10-05 trace element analysis plays a
prominent role in various fields from mineralogy and geology to semiconductor manufacture and foods in
geochemical exploration the analysis of trace elements assumes high significance due to the multifaceted
role played by them the analyte is at the detection limit of many instrumental techniques this makes their
determination difficult this book covers a wide spectrum of destructive and non destructive analytical
techniques and recent developments in them used all over the world including developing countries for
quantitation of trace elements with revolutionary progress in the last three to four decades in analytical
techniques several icp based techniques like icp oes and icp ms and other nuclear analytical techniques
have enabled determination of trace elements at the ppb level however these methods require expensive
instrumentation and cannot be made available everywhere the quality of analytical data is dependent on
valid reference standards the book contains detailed sample preparation in varying matrices and an
important chapter on statistical treatment of analytical data for the purpose of quality control and
quality assurance pulling together the book containing the work carried out by the author s group in india
will be useful to analysts involved in geochemical explorations
Designing Optimal Strategies for Mineral Exploration 2022-10-28 this book provides a set of important
articles dealing with technology s role and its social impact within the new information age taking into
consideration the rapid changes within the modern social sphere the book will be of interest to those
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seeking to understand how technology is currently reshaping life as well as its capacity to influence
social change in the contemporary era the book is of analytical and critical value and concerns vital
research issues within the context of the emerging information age it draws together research devoted to
key questions examining the relationship between the various new developments of technological systems and
their social impact
A Christian Exploration of Women's Bodies and Rebirth in Shin Buddhism 2021-08-10 this volume brings
together a group of transpersonal psychotherapists and spiritual teachers to tell of their own very
personal and intimate explorations of consciousness what has the experience of coming home meant to them
has it meant connecting with god the divine feminine the cosmos the sacred has it meant arriving at home
in themselves in their very center in their essence where is home is it inside is it outside or is it both
all world cultures have stories about this particular place in addition to describing their own unique
quests the contributors also share how radically such a journey challenged them to face their own
vulnerabilities and shadow parts various very different and often startling personal stories are told
through reading of the very human trials and psycho spiritual challenges that these nine international
teachers have endured on their journeys home readers will gain insights and greater understanding
regarding their own explorations of consciousness they will realize that the spiritual journey can have
many faces and take many paths the one thing however that all authors have in common is the longing to be
fully and wholly oneself
Planetary Exploration Horizon 2061 2022-12-07 the term health covers physical social mental emotional and
environmental health good health helps us to lead a peaceful and happy life human health is a fundamental
right which is closely linked to the functions and lifestyles of the people in the urban and peri urban
areas this book addresses the situation of covid 19 and its implications for other health issues providing
the solutions to science and society which can be applied for sustainable policy and decision making it
shows that we must enhance adaptive capacity strengthen resilience reduce vulnerability and take risk
mitigation measures which need a systematic approach based on the science policy interface that is
transformative for a sustainable future this book offers a valuable guide for planners policy makers
practitioners scientists the academic community and civil society organizations as well as anyone
concerned about sustainable health and wellbeing
Exploration of Mythological Elements in Contemporary Narratives 2017-05-11 re exploration programs for
petroleum rich sags in rift basins covers the geological characteristics and potential of oil rich
depressions in a rifted basin it describes up to date research and technology detailing the current status
of exploration the overall aim of the book is to guide a new round of hydrocarbon exploration of petroleum
rich depressions contributing to breakthroughs in re exploration and a substantial increase in reserves
chapters discuss the reservoir forming theory of oil rich depressions characters of hydrocarbon migration
and accumulation in a weak structure slope key elements of reservoir forming of deep buried hills and
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inner curtains and more other topics covered include complex subtle reservoir recognition techniques deep
layer and buried hill high speed drill technology recognition of buried hill reservoir and hydrocarbon
high efficiency enhanced oil recovery and finally methods of secondary exploration of oil rich depressions
and the development of a workflow to guide research and exploration provides up to date knowledge and
expertise on the geological characteristics and potential of oil rich depressions in a rifted basin based
on a decade of experience program deployment and geological theory on continental basin exploration gives
practical guidance for exploiting green and brown fields helps the reader understand how to increase
reserves and production ideal as a guidebook for sustainable large scale exploration and exploitation of a
continental rifted basin
Quantum Mechanics of Brain Waves: A Cognitive Exploration 2018-04-18 foundations and ideas principal model
types approaches to model building fundamental concepts of fuzzy logic fundamental concepts of fuzzy
systems fuzzy sql and intelligent queries fuzzy clustering fuzzy rule induction fundamental concepts of
genetic algorithms genetic resource scheduling optimization genetic tuning of fuzzy models
Analytical Techniques for Trace Elements in Geochemical Exploration 2023-11-13 a critical cultural
sociological exploration of attitudes toward migration in czechia what lies beneath the fear of the
thirteenth migrant qualitatively deciphers what lies beneath the fears about the imaginary thirteenth
migrant and explores how individuals make sense of migration in nontraditional destination countries
utilizing critical cultural sociological methods to explore the deep meaning making processes that inform
migration attitudes
An Exploration of Technology and its Social Impact 2018-08-15 a major surprise of the apollo moon missions
was the deleterious impact of lunar dust on the astronauts their spacesuits and other equipment and even
inside the command service module during their return to earth lunar dust permeated everything and
impacted mechanical systems the dust on the moon s surface was disturbed and became airborne by the
routine actions of the astronauts as they walked and performed their exploration of the lunar surface over
the last decade as nasa s plans for the human exploration of mars have developed and matured a major
concern has been the possible negative impacts of mars surface and atmospheric dust on human health and on
the human surface systems and surface operations on the red planet in this book 41 mars scientists mission
engineers and planners and medical researchers have reviewed our current understanding and identified the
knowledge gaps in a wide range of areas including the chemical physical and electrical properties of mars
atmospheric dust the evolution and occurrence of localized regional and planetary scale dust storms the
human health effects of mars atmospheric dust including inhalation of and potential toxicity of dust
particles and the impact of mars atmospheric dust on surface systems and on surface operations among
others
The Intimacy of Consciousness Exploration and Transpersonal Psychotherapy 2005-02 since its emergence the
covid 19 pandemic has been one of the greatest global crises in perhaps a century and led to unimaginable
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human suffering although much coverage has been dedicated to exploring the different impacts of the crisis
such as its social political and economic consequences comparatively little attention has been directed to
examining the particular impact of the pandemic on women and girls past crises and outbreaks have
powerfully demonstrated that men and women are differently affected and preexisting inequalities and
challenges for women and girls are often exacerbated comprising a rich collection of rigorous analyses
that touch upon an extensive number of topics and an array of countries this edited collection critically
interrogates how the covid 19 crisis has impacted women and girls around the world with high quality
contributions from international scholars and experts from numerous fields and disciplines and containing
research based on a variety of methodologies and approaches the present volume provides a wide ranging
evidence based exploration and nuanced perspective on this issue
A Geographical Exploration of Urban Risk and COVID-19 2023-07-10 this book is an applied study of
regulatory policymaking it investigates the qualities that make regulators effective and concludes that
effective regulators balance a public interest orientation with openness towards their regulated
communities
Re-exploration Programs for Petroleum-Rich Sags in Rift Basins 2018-10-12 modern embedded systems come
with contradictory design constraints on one hand these systems often target mass production and battery
based devices and therefore should be cheap and power efficient on the other hand they still need to show
high sometimes real time performance and often support multiple applications and standards which requires
high programmability this wide spectrum of design requirements leads to complex heterogeneous system on
chip soc architectures consisting of several types of processors from fully programmable microprocessors
to configurable processing cores and customized hardware components integrated on a single chip this study
targets such multiprocessor embedded systems and strives to develop algorithms methods and tools to deal
with a number of fundamental problems which are encountered by the system designers during the early
design stages
Fuzzy Modeling and Genetic Algorithms for Data Mining and Exploration 2023-07-28 first book to describe a
way of determining the best method to use to enable a robot to navigate
A Critical Cultural Sociological Exploration of Attitudes toward Migration in Czechia 2013-09-19
Dust in the Atmosphere of Mars and its Impact on Human Exploration 2006
An Exploration of How COVID-19 Impacted Women and Girls Around the World 1897
An Exploration of Effectiveness in the Regulation of Federal Depository Institutions, 1989–2008 2003-09-18
System-level Modelling and Design Space Exploration for Multiprocessor Embedded System-on-chip
Architectures 2013
Fridtjof Nansen's "farthest North" Being the Record of a Voyage of Exploration of the Ship "Fram"
1893-1896 and of a Fifteen Months' Sleigh Journey...vol 1
The Map-Building and Exploration Strategies of a Simple Sonar-Equipped Mobile Robot
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Elements of Geochemistry, Geochemical Exploration and Medical Geology
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